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Abstrart. With Teilhard de Chardin's emphasis on "seeing" as a guide, this Study
explores his evolutionary vision as a dynamic processin which the psychic character of
physical matter ascendsinto ever-greatercomplexity and consciousness.
Teilhard proposed
that this axial rise of complexity-consciousness
is especiallyevident in the appearanceof
humans. His special iruight was to perceive the significance of complexity-consciousnessas
an emergent properry of a matter-spirit process. What results is a unique phenomenology
of an involution of matter, a metaphysicsof union with spirit, and a mysticism of cenfiation of penon. Finally, there are considerationsof the vitality and limits of Teilhard's
thought in light of contemporary issues

The deeper relationships of organic matter and human consciousness
continue to challenge human understanding as exclusively mechanistic
models of physical matter lose their explanatorypower. One vision that
still reflects one of the most inspired examinations of these evolutionary
questionsis that of Piene Teilhardde Chardin (1881-1955),FrenchJesuit
and paleontologist. Teilhard grappled with novel questions for his day,
namely,the meaning and significanceof traditional religionsand their cosmologiesin hght of the scientific story of an evolving universe. Moreover,
as his personallife story brought him into encounterswith Asian cultures
he had to assess
the relationships,if any, of Westem'basedscienceto the
religions of the world. Certainly, there were limits to his awarenessof
Asian religions and cultures, as well as historical constraints on his scientific knowledge, but the ongoing significance of Teilhard's thought is
that it extends into current discussionsregarding the relationship of
religion and science,religion and evolution, and spirit and matter.
During the 2Oth century many thinkers pondered the relationship of
human consciousnessto material reality. From the standpoint of the
empirical sciences,consciousness
appearsas an emergentphenomenon
having come from nothing but inert, non-consciousmatter that composes
the known universe. Religious-orientedthinkers have often framed their
inquiry in terms of divine and human interactions- that is, religiousrevelations in which a divine mediation is seen as having broken into the
I flft *tirt" appemedin a't emlier eersiorLas the "Innohrction" to Teilhard in the 21st
Century, edited b1 Arhn Fabel md Dmold St. Jolm (2004 . We thank &bis Pressfcn per'
missionto re\rint. Coyyight Gbis Press.
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